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Agarwood Plantation aria Management in Viett195m
5/1/30are four agarwood species in Viet Nam. including
-Aqu"arm Grassna
-Aquilaria befffom7
-Aquffaria banaensis
-Aquilaria rugosa

Aqu"aria Grassna is an indigenous tree species with great economic
potential for plantations of timber Endnon-timber@, jigs!products
EstimatedIy. there are 18,000 hectares of plantations. However.
scattered agaMood trees in homee!i, forest gardens also play an
importantrole in economic development of households in many
provinces such as Quang Ninh. Ha Bac. HDa Binh, Tuyen Ouang;Baa
Tinh. Kon Turn, Gia Lai. Quang Nam. Da Nang. Binh Dinh; Binh
Thuan. Binh Phuoc. An Giang and Kien Giang

Currently, seeds are mainly collected from dominant trees in
plantations. for example in Quang Nam and An Giang provinces
Cutting orlissue culture methodology has been used 10 produce
more seedlings

Aquilaria Grassna trees maybe planted in mono stands or mixed stands
with other species. for example with Aleurffes Irontana and coffee in
Ha Tinh province

As againood plantations or scattered trees inDSUy invested by private
companies or households. their harvesting only requires that the
private companies or households submit 01 dossier to Communal
People's Committee to register. The dossier consists of: Registration
fom. list of products to be harvested (Article 19 and 20 - Section a -
Circular No. 35/201, in-BNNPTNT dated May 20th. 2011 of the
Ministry and AgricultureEii, Rural Development- MARD)

The forest products harvested will be certified by Communal People's
Committee with assistance of Forest Rangers deployed to communes
by the District or Provincial Forest Protection Departments

The certified documents of legitimate origin of agarwood specimens
are a part of dossiers to ECCl^CITES permits for exportation
Viet Nam has notissued any CITES pemiits for exportation of wild
taken agarwood specimens
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All specimens were
sourced from plantations
or scattered trees in home

and forest gardens

Mostly Imported from
Malaysia. Indonesia
and Singapore
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Mostly Exported to U. A. E.
China. Malaysia. USA.
SaudiArabia, Singapore.
Japan. Kuwait
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Besides domestic
consumption. the rest
^mostly re-exported
to SaudiArabia. China
and Singapore
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an thanks for your attention !




